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THE ELEPHANT & 
THE KANGAROO 

FRB reports: 

ending us round two by two 
must be judged a success; 

a great deal better than staying 
cooped up at home.  It helped 
that the scenery was so 
attractive; and indeed the hares, 
RHUM and Atalanta, found 

perfectly good hashing paths 
which neither J. Arthur nor I 

recognised as having been used 
by hares before.  Well, the start 
and finish were familiar enough: 
this is hardly the first time we 
have hashed in Shere or climbed 
the North Downs.  But everything 
else was original, both the 
descent from the Downs and the 
terrain south and west of 
Gomshall. 

It seemed to both of us a pity 
that checks were off the menu. 
Most obviously, in that long climb 
at the start: that is hard work 
without checks to give a break 
and a breather. (I remarked as 
we climbed that 60 years earlier I 
had done a fair amount of hill-
walking in France and 
Switzerland, and averaged 2000 
feet of ascent an hour.  Well, 
today it took us 15 minutes to 
reach the top of the Downs, 
which it appears corresponds to 
some 625 feet.  Yes, but then I 
could go on for hours on 
end…….)  But also on all that 
excellent territory thereafter: 
checks would have been a 
bonus.  Not difficult checks of 
course, and not back checks: 
either the pair stay together at the 
check, or remain in earshot.  And 
you can always introduce a rule 
for hashing in pairs: stand aside 
if another pair overtakes you. 

Did that happen today?  Not to 
us.  We found Chastity Belt and 
‘IsKnees had got in about as 
many minutes before us as they 
had started – an interval made 
more complicated by the Silence, 
which J. Arthur and I had 

observed with the hares. It is 
noticeable that only those who 
have worn the Queen’s uniform 
stand to attention, motionless; 
everyone else seems to find this 

unnatural.  At the finish Chastity 
Belt was distributing apples: we 

stayed and chatted with them, 
which I hope is forgivable, and 
certainly the next pair (CL and 
Tosser?) had not appeared 

when we left.  But I cannot 
answer for subsequent pairs. It is 
unlikely that no one will catch 
anyone else: so just stand aside.  

RHUM – library picture 

 

 scribe writing about such a 
trail is obviously somewhat 

deprived of the usual material, 
who did or said what and why.  
So this will be shorter than usual. 
Prodigious numbers of cyclists 
almost everywhere, almost as 
bad as the Peaslake area.  The 
car park is so popular that spaces 
were hard to find, though as 
RHUM observed there were slots 

available in the village.  People 
arriving early – I am not referring 
to hashers – were not always 
good at parking close to adjacent 
cars.   

The hares announced 4.5 
miles, which took the first two 
pairs some 69 minutes; just 
under 4 mph.  Not that bad, 
considering that initial hill.  
Anyway, a great success of a 
morning in these difficult days: 
many thanks to the hares. 

 

Too Posh reports: 

TRAIL BIKE DRAMA ON 
TRAIL 

osh and Hornblower duti-

fully set off up the deep, 
steep muddy trail at 11.45.  
Ahead a couple of small boys 

were trying to navigate through 
the mud with a couple of tree 
branches.  The older one ran off 
to catch up with mum leaving the 
litttun behind.  He promptly 
slipped and fell into the mud in 
the path of oncoming Poshie and 
Horney who rushed to help him 
up.  His little lip quivering and his 
little trousers plastered in mud, 
we broke social distancing rules 
and picked him up and returned 
him to his mum who was ahead 
trying to coordinate three other 
small children and a puppy.  Mum 
scolded the little one and told him 
to drop the log which he did in the 
mud with a thud covering Poshie 
and Horney in sludgy mud from 
head to toe.   

We were just about to run on 
ahead in disgust when the roar of 
two dirt bikes behind sent the 
three children, puppy and mother 
scattering up the banks.  The 
small child clung to a sapling 
whose roots lifted in slow motion 
and the whole tree plus child fell 
across the path of the oncoming 
dirt bikes!   

This was way too much 
excitement for poor Hornblower 
so she ran ahead uphill to escape 
the drama.  We had been on trail 
for precisely 3 minutes!  At the 
top of the long and winding 
slipping and sliding climb we 
reached a very pretty woodland 
with autumn leaves and dappled 
sunlight.  How tranquil after the 
trauma of the previous 3 minutes!   

At the top we met Tosser who 
had separated from his buddy CL 
as they both thought the opposite 
way was where the trail went.  
We didn’t meet another soul after 
this and continued to follow the 
pretty trail without further drama 
until the railway bridge where 
unfortunately some sabotage of 
the trail had occurred so we 
missed the very last loop and 
ended up coming in behind the 
church into Shere village, which 
was absolutely heaving with 
muggles.   

Even so it was really very pretty.  
Thank you RHUM and Atty. X 

S 

A 
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Masterbates reports: 

o tell the truth, I was 
torn between driving all 

the way to Shere for a jog 
(that I could have had up and 
down my local towpath) and 
supporting RHUM/SH3.  I 
was partnered with Do You? 

and, in fact, had a great time.  
As she said, it’s great to get 
out and about, especially in 
the beautiful autumnal 
woods.   

The CP was bursting and I 
was lucky to park there.  I 
first saw Dr. Death who was 

still awaiting his partner (they had the slot in front).  I took it 
upon myself to prevent hashers doing a useless lap of honour 
of the CP and as I was telling the Brannigans, a dog-walker 
drove off. 

 
Do You? and I chatted all of the way round and weren’t rude 

about anyone, except of course, those that deserved it!  That 
initial hill (on steroids) warmed us up.  We missed the last 
loop just after the bridge and saw Dr. D (still on his own) in 
the distance and Posh & Hornblower, even more distant, so 

they hadn’t found the flour either.  Back at the CP, I’m not 
sure how closely we were obeying the new regulations, but 
the pairs were all  >2m apart. Biermeister, Teq managed to 

get lost but the generosity of other hashers kept me well oiled. 

OnOn, Master Bates 

[Ed: poor Dr Death must have missed the e-mail 
informing him that he was on his own] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More autumnal colours       A household unit! 

Raffles reports: 

Hans! Save Face, Go to Space! 
 (or something like that) 

o Nookie must have decided that running alongside 
Petal was a step too far as she dropped out at the last 

minute, thus allowing Hash Flash to fill the space.  His 

original space had been sabotaged by some miscreant.  
Some serious catching up was necessary for those two and 
there was plenty of mud for hatchet burying.   

Well done most of you for mastering the new booking app, 
though several of you struggled with the concept of two 
separate pairs in a 15 minute time slot.  The first report above 
suggests that FRB and J Arthur gallantly declined pole 
position in favour of 'Isneesrbuggered and Chastity Belt. 

We, too had to contend with trail bikes on that uphill gully 
and Petal kept holding me back lest I rip a tyre or two.  I SO 
wanted to have go! 

Flash & Petal stuck together, but our threesome overtook 

many members of the public at a suitable distance and indeed 
encountered many more coming the other way, some with 
their four-legged friends.  Many of them must have been up 
north, where I come from, between lockdowns as they had 
learned to smile and say "Hello" in a very jolly way.   

BEWARE FOLKS, this friendly northern habit may be 

against the law as social interaction with someone outside 
your pair is not allowed by Stat. Inst. 2020 no.1200. Part 3 
Para 7. 2(a).  

Please, humans get some perspective! 

Not content with overtaking members of the public, this pair 
overhauled Elle T-Shirt & Maureen with a friendly "Och Aye" 
as they passed only to come up behind Cap'n Webb and 
Twinkletoes who had done the same earlier.  Tosser and 
CL were nowhere to be seen, probably off-trail as is their 
wont.  As FRB mentions, between friends it is very easy to 

pass in a congenial manner.  Even muggles manage it.  So 7 
minute intervals is no hardship and it allows people to at least 
say, "Salve, amice, lovely weather for the time of year!" 

Apparently some pairs behind us went wrong declaring that 
there was "no flour".  There was flour but it was often under 
fresh leaves and I could smell it.  Note to future hares - it is 
best here... 

We think we did the whole trail, being on flour the whole way 
(4.4 miles of lovely scenery) and I even managed a couple of 
swims. 

T 
N 
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         Salve, amice!             I put her in there, Old boy 

Back at the "recreation ground" the humans progressed 
from Part 2 Para 6. 2 (c)(iii) (exercise) to Para 6. 2 (d)(iii) 
(open air recreation).  CL invited individual members of the 

public one by one to step in and sample his wonderful stollen.  
It's that time of year again.   

Elle T-Shirt & Maureen had stumbled across a nice "shop" 

in the village that was selling fine white wine and cups, 
complete with posh carrying bag, so they arrived back at their 
car looking very chuffed with themselves! 

Stevie Blunder & Ms Bean took up the rear, had a beer at 

the recreation ground, and, because they liked the trail so 
much, they set off to do it again! 

Poor Boris!  Having persuaded Govey to put his knife away 
and let him move to the Premiership he got more than he 
bargained for.  People in the North, who gave him the extra 
votes he needed are dying at a rate of 23% above the 
seasonal norm due to COVID yet in London and the south the 
“excess deaths” are 1.6% (at the moment)!  Who knows what 
the winter will bring?  But we’re all in it together – again. 

It should come as no surprise that when HM Government 
says you can't do anything at home everyone goes outside!  
On our way to the "hash" or what's left of it, every car park in 
Surrey was overflowing like never before.  There were reports 
of not enough space in Richmond Park for the deer as so 
many humans had invaded.  Many of you have commented 
that cyclists are taking over this part of Surrey in some kind 
of honeypot.  It extends further as we encountered one on the 
M25.  I suppose he had his SatNav set to "fastest route".  

Luckily the road was not busy as travelling to the airport is no 
longer essential, unless according to Matt Hancock you are 
on your way to Dignitas.  Strange times indeed! 

Back at the car park I was amazed to find that many of you 
still think that Petal writes all my letters!  He does not!  I do 
get a bit of help from someone who describes himself as a 
“Hash Friend”.  Hash Flash is not sure about the friend bit. 

OnOn, Raffles 
 

FRB reports re Wednesday 4th: 

LE PRO SERVES UP SUPPER AFTER THE 
SEASON’S FAREWELL TRAIL 

ve atque vale.  Le Pro opened the 6-person hashing 
season at Newlands Corner, and that is where he 

ended it. Since we ran the earlier trail in reverse, the second 
halves of the two trails were virtually identical; but Lord help 
us, this year we have been grateful for anything resembling 
hashing as we knew it, and there was a very cheerful and 
animated group after both runs to enjoy the hare’s haggis. 
We are duly grateful and appreciative. 

A November trail at 6.30 means torches.  I had only run one 
such trail in the past, on Hampstead Heath, and had forgotten 
that in woodland one must light up not only the path but 
branches overhead.  Still, one soon learns.  If there were any 
back checks on this run I failed to register them; mostly we 
went straight ahead.  The layout of the trail was 
undemanding: north downhill, turn west onto open ground – I 
believe a golf course is nearby – and so to houses.  Here I 
solved my second check of the evening – forgive the crowing 
of an old man! - and started us on the uphill of our return, yes 
on blacktop, and so to White Lane (palatial properties!) and 
the return, admittedly on a path, but it ran parallel and close 
to the adjacent road, so it acted as a sylvan pavement.  Not 
real hashing far from human habitation. 

RHUM made it 4.1 miles, Kelinchi 4.75: so much for modern 
scientific phones.  Le Pro had promised us 40 to 50 minutes, 
so naturally we took 68; either the hare has an exaggerated 
idea of our speed, or he got time/distance plain wrong.  It is 
not enough to propose our being slow at the checks; we were 
not, though one at the end held us up, largely because we 
found a large white blob on a tree, which turned out to have 
natural causes, and was by no means flour.  And one of us – 
no names, no pack drill! - had been to where the solution was 
to be found without noticing the blob. 

Well, the temperature was 5 degrees Celsius, so however 
much we enjoyed our convivial supper we were unlikely to 
linger indefinitely  We were not at this stage alone in that 
immense car park: two young men, doubtless Top Gear 
enthusiasts, were busy solving a mechanical problem on one 
of their cars. 

Le Pro had warned us of dense traffic, the world and his wife 
seeking to enjoy their last hours of liberty before the dreaded 
lockdown began. And indeed there were crowded sections of 
road, but we all arrived punctually, though Shiva chose to 
change on arrival rather than at departure.  You will have 
noticed that in these strange conditions for hashing Atalanta 
has become commendably punctual. Many thanks to our 
enterprising hare. 

A 
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Receding hareline 
 

Runs start from 11:00 
 

Renaissance hash 

2350 4 Oct Le Pro Worplesdon 
2351 11 Oct J Arthur Peaslake 
2352 18 Oct Petal & Wally Chobham Common 
2353 25 Oct Uncle Gerry & Mrs G Milton Heath, Dorking 
2354 1 Nov Cap’n Stagg Webb Oxshott Station 
2355 8 Nov RHUM (experiment 2) Shere 

 

Future 

2356 15 Nov Dr Death see e-mail 
2357 22 Nov MasterBates II see e-mail 
2358 29 Nov Dormouse & Velcro see e-mail 
2359 6 Dec Tequil’over? see e-mail 
2360 13 Dec FRB see e-mail 
2361 20 Dec Hash Flash see e-mail 

It’s time to start volunteering again – if you’ve been enjoying 

these experimental trails, have a go!  Contact RHUM. 

 

 

EDITOR’S IN-BOX 
 

 
The Conservatoire, 5 November 

 

Dear Petal, 

Poppy Day Appeal 

As many this year will not be out supporting the appeal in 
the usual way, please may I add a link to consider sharing 
with SH3: 

 
https://www.britishlegion.org.uk/get-involved/ways-to-
give/donate 
 

I've made my donation to support British veterans.  Please 
consider supporting The Poppy Appeal 2020 on-line this year 
in time for Remembrance Sunday this coming weekend. 

Thank you 

 

On On 

Coolbox 
 
 
 

Beaver’s Hole, 6 November 
 

Dear Sir, 

Re: RS2353 

FRB implies in his Coda that many people, including some 
of the Catholic faith, do not know the difference between “The 
Immaculate Conception” and the “Virgin Birth”. As a 
humanist, I would estimate it to be about nine months. 

As for “Original Sin” and “The Trinity”, those concepts are 
still beyond my understanding or, at least, credulity. 

 

Yours didactically, 

Master Bates 

 
Beaver’s Hole, 9 November 

Dear Sir, 

Re: Gibbergutgate 

I have nothing more to add. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yours slightly less humbly, 

Master Bates 

 

20 October 

The Editor, RS. 
  

Sir,  

Co-ed role 

I notice from the latest RS that the Co-Ed role is currently 
vacant due to the previous incumbent falling off his trolley and 
submitting his resignation in writing, for clarity in both Word 
and in a PDF.  As the importance of this role cannot be 
overstated it is essential that it be filled as a matter of 
urgency. v Can I therefore suggest that Raffles immediately 
take up this position.  He is a very regular Hasher and Covid-
19 immune, has saved his human on numerous occasions 
when lost, and probably has written more polished and 
thoughtful copy than any other of your Scribes, even opening 
himself up to detailed examination, warts and all.  Certainly a 
straw poll suggests he makes more sense than most, 
particularly when compared to the previous holder. 

Can I request that by the time of the next issue he be 
appointed by GM fiat, to be formally ratified in happier times. 

Yours truly. 

A true friend of the Hash. 

Sorry all but Raffles Waffles too much. I want MB back! 
OnOn 

Der Führer, HashFlash 

https://www.britishlegion.org.uk/get-involved/ways-to-give/donate
https://www.britishlegion.org.uk/get-involved/ways-to-give/donate
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This week’s trail: 

 

WHAT THE PAPERS SAY 

The Wall Street Shuffle 

Chuck E (he’s in love) writes: 

Donald Trump is unlikely ever to accept that he lost this 
election as he is convinced that the media is entirely to blame, 
yet it is the media that he used himself on a daily basis to 
shoot himself in the foot! 
 

The Daily Male 
Johnny B Goode contributes: 

Uncle Gerry’s In-box  
29 October  

Raffles extends the paw of friendship 

Hello Uncle, hope you have recovered from Sunday, all that 
rain and heavy flour.  Tough going even for me, and probably 
double my weight with all that mud.  Took Petal 3 hours to get 
rid of the tidemark around the bath.  Anyway the reason for 
this note is I want to send a message to Hash Flash but can’t 
get access to his e-mail.  Petal very hot on all that Data 
Protection nonsense.  In the circumstances can you pass the 
note below to him.  Thanks. 

Raffles. 

 

Dear Hash Flash, if I may be that familiar, I trust you are well 
and enjoying your GMship, and not too burdened down with 
moving all that horse manure.  The reason I am contacting 
you is because Petal told me, somewhat reluctantly, that you 
think I waffle on and am not very funny, which came as a real 
shock to me being I thought we were friends.  In defence I 
think you misunderstand me.  It’s true I do waffle on, but in 
these strange and tough times we all need an outlet to let off 
steam, and in my case it is with Uncle Gerry.  As to not being 
particularly funny I was not put on this earth to just entertain 
the Hash.  Don’t think you understand what it is like to 
manage a household of 4 so called adults, all dysfunctional 
to one degree or the other.  Not a bunch of laughs at all, in 
fact very stressful.  I have an uncomfortable feeling that you 
expect me to be one of those retro-dogs that endlessly plays 
catch ball, rolls around in the mud, shakes themselves over 
everybody after going in the river, licking balls and sniffing 
arses, jumping up with muddy paws, and generally racing 
around aimlessly.  If that is the case I have to tell you, very 
firmly, that such behaviour is very 1950s and dogs in the 21st 
century just don’t behave like that.  Very much the opposite 
with government pressure to make the best of ourselves.  
Certainly in my circle we are all about that, regularly meeting 
up to discuss a range of subjects that would not be out of 
place on a decent University curriculum, ignoring Petal’s 
which I think was an ex-Poly. 

I hope following this we will better understand each other, 
and become good friends as equals.  Having got that off my 
chest must get back to my Times Crossword.  Hope to break 
my record of 11 minutes. 

Kind regards or woof woof (circa 1950). 

Raffles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thanks to all contributors 


